Abstract
Introduction
Component based software development promises maximum benefits of software reusability and distributed programming. Despite these promises, software composers --the frontline component consumers are still very much concerned about the security impact of 'foreign' components on their application systems. The indiscriminate 'plug & play' with third-party components introduces liability on software composers in a sense that the candidate component may pose serious security threats to the application system. As software components are increasingly being acquired from various sources and used in far greater scale, in the existing framework, software composers cannot test a priori the security impact of one component on another [13] .
At the composition level, the issue of trust depends not only on assessing secure or insecure components; rather it depends on the actual security properties provided by components and their impact on the entire application system [10] . The ability of software components and composers to test the security impact of one component on another is important and desired as reported in [2, 9, 12, 13, 15] . Technically speaking, it is somehow unrealistic to tell software composers whether a component is secure or not, rather it is wise to expose the trust related attributes of software components. Software composers then take the ultimate decision on what to use, and how much trust they should place on them. Repeated experiences suggest that just relying on the security claims made by the component developer such as 'secure component' may not be very appealing to the software composers. In current practices, software composers are almost forced to compose systems with components for which they have partial or no knowledge about their underlying security properties.
Driven by all these concerns, we are motivated to propose a security characterisation framework for trustworthy compositional security contracts in this paper. The framework involves telling software composers what security properties a component ensures, and giving them an explicit opportunity to 'test' the suitability of components for their application systems. In our approach, the publishable security properties of atomic components are characterised by tagging security properties with their interfaces. To achieve this, we have used logic programming as a tool. In this paper we assume the existence of a global certifying authority which approves a component with its exposed security properties that the component claims. An issued certificate to a component ensures that the implementation of the component matches the published functionality and the exposed security properties [8] .
The paper proceeds as follows. The next section presents our security characterisation framework. The example described in section 3 is used to illustrate the security characterisation framework. A brief description of the prototype is presented in section 4. The paper finally concludes in section 5.
Security characterisation
A security characterisation framework addresses three fundamental issues as proposed in [8] : (1) security characterisation of atomic components in isolation; (2) compatibility checking of security properties between components; and (3) visualisation of the characterised properties to the external entities. Each of these issues is addressed in the following subsections. A software component that is interested in a service provided by other software components is called a focal component. The component that provides the requested service to a focal component is called candidate component [6] . In a dynamic compositional environment, a candidate component residing at a remote location usually responds to the event broadcasted by a focal component.
Characterisation of atomic component
The classes of security properties discussed in this paper are based on ISO/IEC-15408 Common Criteria (CC). We have chosen logic programming as a tool to model the security properties of software components and their compositional reasoning. The simple structure of logic program allows us to represent complicated form of security knowledge and reasoning, and yet it is based on mathematical logic [4] . In logic programming, information is expressed in symbolic notations called atoms. An atom consists of a predicate symbol with a tuple of variables or constants. An atom is of the form p(t 1 ,…,t n ) where p is a n-ary predicate symbol and t 1 ,…,t n are terms [1] . A term could be either a variable, a constant, or a function. Constants are atomic objects that already exist in the universe of the problem domain, such as sydney, 999, david. Variables are used to generalise objects such as David for which the inference rules find or substitute information in place of it. Constants are represented with small letters, whereas the variables are represented with capital letters such as X, Y, Z.
In our context, the predicate symbol of an atom represents a security property such as encrypted, key_generated, signed, and so on. Some of the predicates are identical with those defined in BAN logic [3] . An example of a security property is encrypt (p,x) . It states that a principal identified as p encrypts the object x. The principal p is usually a user, a program, or a component. The argument x could be a message, a piece of data, a file etc. A software component may offer one or more functionalities to its environments. A functionality may require one or more of its security properties be satisfied by the interested entities to get the services it provides in a particular use context. In delivering a service and assuming the required properties are satisfied for that service, the component ensures certain security properties to the external world.
A logic programming clause is composed of a head and a body. A rule is of the form l 0 ←l 1 ,…l m , not l m+1 ,…, not l n where l 0 is the head of the rule (an atom) and literals l 1 ,…l n (n ≥ 0) constitute the body of the rule [11] . The symbol ← is read as 'derives'. The left hand side of ← (the head of the rule) is typically an ensured security property of a component. An ensured security property is a conclusion of an expression. The right hand side of ← (the body of the rule) typically represents the required security properties for a composition. In a rule where the body is empty and the head is a single atom such as "A ←", represents a ensured property which does not depend on any corresponding required properties. Similarly, a clause without a head is a mere required security property without any corresponding ensured security property. It can be expressed as "← A".
Compositional security contracts (CsC)
A CsC is based on the compatibility between the required security properties of a component and the ensured security properties of another component [7] . A CsC can be reasoned about with the use of inference rules of the logic programming. An ensured security property (the head of the rule) could also be used in the body of another rule to represent a required security property for another ensured security property in the same component. Let us illustrate this with a couple of inference rules specified in the interface of a component identified as p.
Rule (1) states that an entity identified as p sees that x is encrypted if the object x is encrypted with the key k, and k is owned by p. In addition, x encrypted with k is produced by any entity R, and R must be a component other than p. Please note that R is used here as a variable. It will be substituted with the identity of the actual component which produces x. In Rule (1), the ensured properties sees_encrypted(p,x) is established between the principals p and any other component R which encrypted x with the public key of p. Provided that its two required properties encrypted(x,k) and owned(k,p) are satisfied. The fact owned(k,p) is available from the interfaces of the principals p and R, whereas, the fact encrypted(x,k) is only available from the interface of the principal R. In other words, the principal p must ensure that k is owned by p, and the principal R must ensure that x is encrypted by R with the key k which is owned by p. We assume in this example that both required properties are satisfied by the two participating principals.
Rule (2) states that a component identifies as q believes that object x is protected if x is encrypted with the key k', and k' is owned by q. In addition, another principal identified as p must see that x was encrypted. In Rule (2), the head of the Rule (1) is used in its body i.e. sees_encrypted(p,x). Although in Rule (2) the CsC between p and q is to be established, the CsC between p and R in Rule (1) is required here to satisfy Rule (2) . In other words, the head of the Rule (1) is used as one of the required security properties of Rule (2) . Rules make inference with the knowledge associated with each functionality of a component. A rule is analysed from the point of view of the focal component that participates in a composition with a candidate component. If each atom in the body of a rule is true then the inference rule concludes a true to the head. The inference rules are applied to prove whether a CsC is achievable or not. Let us look at another example. Rule(3):
This rule specifies that the object x seen by both p and q maintains its integrity if x is encrypted with the key k'' shared between p and q. The principal p is able to see the object x with the key k'', and a third party R is not believed to see the object x. An axiomatic deduction of the ensured property or head of a rule can be done using an automatic tool such as SMODELS [11] to prove inference rules. Due to space limitation, we skip the full prove of the rules in this paper.
In our approach, the inference rules do not verify the truth or falsehood of the information in the required properties and ensured properties, rather it studies whether or not the truth of the required properties imply the truth of the ensured properties. An extended logic program includes explicit negative information by using the classical negation operator ¬ in addition to negation-asfailure using the operator not. That means, ¬p holds in an answer set S if ¬p∈S, whereas, not p holds in an answer set S if p∉S. If we simply cannot prove that p∈S and p∉S then we use operator not as negation-as-failure. Rule (3) has used such an operator with one of its atoms. The negative assertions are usually deduced by proving the absence of their complementary positive assertions for the program [4] .
Active interface for security introspection
To visualise the characterised security properties to its environment, our framework extends the model of component interface structure further to make it dynamic in a sense that the interface will have certain reasoning capability using interface rules discussed earlier to identify the matches and mismatches of security properties. An active interface publishes the security properties associated with a particular functionality. The essence of an active interface is that a component knows its security properties, communicates this knowledge to other interested parties by means of facts, and reason about the similar properties exposed by other components through their interfaces [8] . Figure 1 shows an example format for such representation defined in an interface of a component. The interface example in Figure 1 shows that functionality ƒ 1 of the component C has three ensured properties such as A ←,B ←, and C ←. The ensured property 'C ←' needs to be satisfied with two required properties i.e. P and Q. Similarly, the functionalities ƒ 2 and ƒ n may have other security properties. The main objective of such an interface is to generate computational reflection to let components identify and capture various security properties of other components with which they cooperate. In such a framework, components not only read the meta-description of other's security properties but also reason about the compositional impact of those properties. The structure of such an interface can be found in [8] .
Illustration with an example
Let us cite an example to illustrate the ideas. Assume a composition is established between two components identified as d and g.
The composition is based on a particular functionality called tax_return().At both , g)', the key k -1 is the private key of g. Keys are used in pairs, one of which is known as public key k and the other one is known as private key k -1 . Atom encrypted(tax_ form,k) defines that the object tax_form is encrypted with the key k, and k is owned by g as stated as owned (k, g). In atom signed(tax, k -1 ), it is defined that the object tax is signed with the private key of g. Eventually tax will be sent to another component. The followings are the security properties of a component d:
The atom 'sees_signed(d,tax)' states that the principal d is able to verify the signature of g attached with the object tax . It can be accomplished with the public key k of the entity g if it is signed by g with its private key k -1
. The atom owned(k, g) specifies that k is the public key of the component g. The superscript -1 associated with the argument k is the private key of the component g. The value of this private key cannot be known by any entities other than the owner of the key. The rules specified by both participating components must be satisfied before a compositional security contract could be established. If all rules are satisfied, the derived CsC with its participating components between components d and g is defined as
It traces back all rules and facts involved with this composition to prove that CsC(d,g) is true. This final rule is defined with other rules in the interface of the focal component d. If this rule is satisfied then a CsC is established between d and g. A third component may require this CsC between d, and g before it ensures its security commitments. We extend this example further.
Assume component d now likes to pay the due tax amount (endorsed by g) to another component identified as e. The right amount of the payment must be evidenced with the authorisation of the tax component g. In exchange, e sends an acknowledgment receipt to d. We now have a close look at this functionality. The security properties of the component e related to this composition could be realised as:
The security properties provided by d can be represented as:
A transitive relationship between components g and e via the compostional contract CsC(d,g) is established in this composition because the body of the rule signed(ack,k -1 ), refers to the CsC(d,g). The CsC of this is thus modelled as :
In this functionality, component d submits the payment receipt received from e to the component f. In return, f sends an electronic credit certificate to d. The security properties of d related to this composition can be modelled as:
In atom shared(k,d,X),the key k is shared between the principal d and any component X. Usually this type of key is called shared key used to encrypt and decrypt messages. Atom believe_said(d,X,credit) characterises that the principal d believes that the principal X once said the object credit. In atom sees_protected(d, credit), it is specified that the object credit is protected if it is encrypted with such a key not shared by any third principal I. The security properties of the component X, in this context it would be identifies as f, can be modelled as:
A transitive relationship between components e and f via the compositional contract CsC(d,e) is established in this composition because the rule sees_signed(d, ack) has to be proved true in this case. If we look at this composition more closely we can find that the compositional contract CsC(d,g) is also indirectly involved in this composition. The rule for CsC(d,f) is defined as:
The bottom line of this framework is that a global certification authority must endorse the interfaces of components with their exposed security properties. The certificate must be verifiable statically and dynamically with the issuing body. Before issuing a certificate to a component, the certifying authority will verify, certify, and digitally stamp the component and its interface in such a way that no information can be altered by any unauthorised entities. The testing procedures and the certification framework for such approval are beyond the scope of this paper. More on the certification and testing of software components can be found in [10, 14, 16] .
Prototype
A brief demonstration of the prototype in this section illustrates how a security characterisation could possible be implemented. We are currently working to build a complete prototype of our framework using BeanBox. We have incorporated a limited number of security properties to the BeanBox. The end product is a CsCBeanBox that allows CsC enabled JavaBeans [5] to be added via a toolbox. JavaBeans can negotiate CsC properties with one another to determine a viable composition. There are numerous modifications taken place in the existing class definition, and some Java programs associated with the standard BeanBox to accommodate the CsC rules and display functionality. CsCBeanBox provides a container or canvas where software composers can test candidate software components to match their security needs. Figure 2 illustrates such a canvas with four candidate components such as Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 offering the same functionality tax_calculator. The component with the identity d (dispatcher)in a rectangle dotted box signifies that it is the focal component looking for a service. A mouse click on any of the candidate components would pop up a window with the interface signature of the component as shown in Figure 3 .
Component Y2 offers two specific functions such as get_tax_return, and get_deposit_ack. Each of these functionalities displays its ensured and required security properties. 
A Java console always keeps track of all security tests and their results in a session. We assume that a certifying authority provide unique names and IDs to the components. The certifying authority also certified the interface of the components with their security properties.
Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated how observable security properties of software components are used to establish a compositional security contract between components. Our approach inspires trust by disclosing publishable security properties of components at run time to others in both human and machine comprehensible terms. We do this by specifying security properties of atomic components in terms of required and ensured security properties associated with functionality. The proposed CsC does it by matching required properties of one component against the ensured properties of other components related to the same functionality in order to establish composability.
The security properties using our proposed characterisation framework can be a part of component introspection, and other components can dynamically make queries about required and ensured security properties. The availability of such meta-information along with the component interface signature can facilitate a priori understanding of the security nature of candidate components and their possible compositional effect on run-time execution. Integrations of security information into data models of the interface signature do help in achieving better understanding of what security property is being offered by a component. Security properties express security conditions and constraints that must prevail to other components. Assessing the exposed security properties of software components, software composers could decide which software components would possibly attract trust from the end users, and would be faithful to this trust during the execution of the enclosing system. Repeated incidents suggest that mere defensive measures cannot establish the essential climate for trust, rather it requires a mutually compatible security characterisation framework where all interested participants of a composition are able to test each others security properties.
